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Abstract

CCS Concepts

Security bugs like memory errors are constantly introduced to
software programs, and recent years have witnessed an increasing
number of reported security bugs. Traditional detection approaches
are mainly specification-based—detecting violations against a specified rule as security bugs. This often does not work well in practice
because specifications are difficult to specify and generalize, leaving
complicated and new types of bugs undetected. Recent research
thus leans toward deviation-based detection which finds a substantial number of similar cases and detects deviating cases as potential
bugs. This, however, suffers from two other problems. First, it requires enough similar cases to find deviations and thus cannot
work for custom code that does not have similar cases. Second,
code-similarity analysis is probabilistic and challenging, so the detection can be unreliable. Sometimes, similar cases can normally
have deviating behaviors under different contexts.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach for detecting security bugs based on a new concept called Non-Distinguishable
Inconsistencies (NDI). The insight is that if two code paths in a
function exhibit inconsistent security states (such as being freed
or initialized) that are non-distinguishable from the external, such
as the callers, there is no way to recover from the inconsistency
from the external, which results in a bug. Such an approach has
several strengths. First, it is specification-free and thus can support
complicated and new types of bugs. Second, it does not require similar cases and by its nature is deterministic. Third, the analysis is
practical by minimizing complicated and lengthy data-flow analysis.
We implemented NDI and applied it to well-tested programs, including the OpenSSL library, the FreeBSD kernel, the Apache httpd
server, and the PHP interpreter. The results show that NDI works
for both large and small programs, and it effectively found 51 new
bugs, most of which are otherwise missed by the state-of-the-art
detection tools.

• Security and privacy → Systems security; Software and application security.
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1

Introduction

Security bugs have been a major source of cyber attacks. According to Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE), common security
bugs include out-of-bound access, improper input validation, NULL
dereference, etc. Researchers and security professionals have shown
how to exploit such security bugs to take control of a system, leak
information, and cause denial-of-service. The causes of security
bugs are typically incorrect security-related operations, such as
missing a bound check, pointer nullification, or memory release.
Bug detection is a well-explored topic and is still a popular solution to mitigating the threats from security bugs. A first wave of
detection approaches is based on specifications. Developers first
provide specifications for secure code, and then analyze the code to
detect violations against the specifications as potential bugs [6, 8–
10, 12, 28, 30, 35, 37]. Well-known problems with such an approach
are that specifications are hard to obtain, given the complexity of
code, and that understanding and checking the code against specifications can be hard. As a result, existing specifications only cover
limited types of bugs with clear patterns.
Recent research has shifted to cross-checking [1, 13, 14, 20, 22, 43]
for bug detection. Its idea is to first collect similar code snippets
and then identify deviating cases as potential bugs. This is intuitive because in general most of the similar code snippets should
be correct. It has helped detect many bugs of various types. An
advantage of cross-checking is that it can be agnostic to security
operations and does not require the understanding of complicated
code. However, the cross-checking approach works based on two
assumptions: (1) we could find enough similar code snippets and (2)
the similar code snippets should have similar security operations.
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In practice, both assumptions may not hold. The first assumption
can be invalid due to custom code or inaccurate similarity analysis.
Custom code is common in programs that may not have similar
code snippets. For example, while there are only a few standard
allocation functions (e.g., kmalloc), K-MeLD [5] finds more than 800
custom allocation functions in the Linux kernel. On the other hand,
code-similarity analysis [11, 15, 16, 33, 40, 42] is considered a hard
problem. Existing techniques mainly focus on context-insensitive
syntactical or structural similarity instead of code semantics and
logic, resulting in inaccurate similarity analysis. The second assumption may also be invalid, as similar code snippets may normally
have divergent operations under different contexts. As a result,
cross-checking fails in cases lacking similar code snippets, and its
detection results are probabilistic and can be unreliable.
In this paper, we present a deterministic oracle for detecting
security bugs, namely Non-Distinguishable Inconsistencies (NDI).
NDI is based on a fact that if two code paths (no matter if they are
similar or not) in a function has an inconsistent security state, e.g.,
one frees a pointer, but the other does not, the inconsistency must be
recovered in the callers, and to recover from the inconsistency, the
callers must be able to distinguish which path of the two has been
taken, which requires a distinguisher variable (e.g., different return
values). In cases where such distinguisher variables do not exist or
are overwritten, the callers will never be able to recover from the
inconsistent security state, so we can reliably conclude that this
constitutes a bug. Though NDI is deterministic theoretically, false
positives still exist in practice, because of certain implementation
limitations, which will be discussed in 6.6.
NDI has multiple advantages over existing bug-detection approaches. The most important one is that its detection can be
deterministic in principle. As long as the inconsistent paths are
non-distinguishable from callers, the inconsistency cannot be recovered, leading to a bug. Second, the detection tends to be localized.
The analysis scope is typically limited to the code paths within a
function and a few callers. It does not require the analysis of lengthy
or complicated data flows. Third, the detection does not require
specifications or similarity analysis, and thus is able to generalize.
For example, unlike cross-checking, NDI can also work well on
small projects that contain much less similar paths.
We realize the NDI approach through three phases. First, given
a function, we enumerate any two code paths, which are likely not
similar, and identify if they have an inconsistent security state or
operation such as memory free. We define the variable involved
in the security state or operation as critical variable. Second, for
a path pair with an inconsistency, we comprehensively identify
any variable that is able to distinguish the paths. Such a variable is
typically used in an if statement or a return statement. If there is
no distinguisher, we already know it is a potential bug. Otherwise,
we will move to the third phase—analyzing the callers of the given
function to see if they ever recover from the inconsistency using
distinguishers before the critical variable is used. If not, we report it
as a potential bug. In addition, if the distinguishers are overwritten
without recovery, we also conclude it is a potential bug.
When achieving NDI, we identify two technical challenges. The
first is identifying the distinguisher—any variable that is visible
outside the path pair and can distinguish which path of a pair
has been taken. That is, we should guarantee that a distinguisher
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variable will always contain differing values when the two paths
of a pair are executed. Also, the distinguisher variables can take
various forms such as arguments, return values, global variables, or
aliases of them. The identification should be comprehensive to not
miss distinguishers, which is essential to minimize false positives
in the bug-detection phase. Second, inherently the analysis of NDI
is both inter-procedural and path-based, which is susceptible to
path explosion, especially when checking if the callers ever recover
the inconsistencies. To ensure scalability, specific techniques are
required to mitigate the path explosion.
To address the first challenge, we propose a new technique to
precisely identify distinguishers. In particular, we symbolically
execute the two paths of a pair while normalizing the symbols based
on the alias analysis. By modeling the “differing” as a constraint
and leveraging the conservativeness of under-constrained symbolic
execution, we identify symbolized variables as distinguishers that
must contain differing values along the two paths. As for the second
challenge, we develop a technique to limit our analysis scope. The
technique leverages function-level slicing to minimize the scope
for precisely checking the recovery of inconsistencies in the callers.
With the techniques, as confirmed in the evaluation, NDI can detect
security bugs accurately and scalably in real-world projects.
We implement NDI based on LLVM and apply it to both large and
small projects including the OpenSSL library, the FreeBSD kernel,
the httpd server, and the PHP interpreter. The experimental results
show that NDI detects many new bugs that were missed by previous
tools within 5 hours. Until the paper submission, NDI has detected
51 new bugs in the projects; 46 have been confirmed and 25 have
been fixed by the maintainers. NDI is open-sourced 1 and can be
used to find more bugs in other projects. In summary, we make the
following contributions.
• A new, deterministic approach for detecting security bugs.
We propose non-distinguishable inconsistencies as a deterministic
detection oracle based on an observation that inconsistent security
operations cannot be recovered when there is no distinguisher,
and will lead to a bug. Compared to traditional approaches, the
detection does not require specifications, code-similarity analysis, or complicated data-flow analysis. The approach can also
generally work for programs of various scales and with custom
code.
• New techniques for detecting non-distinguishable inconsistencies. We propose new techniques to overcome challenges
in achieving NDI. The first technique relies on a new underconstrained symbolic execution to accurately identify all distinguishers. The second technique mitigates path explosion by
performing a two-stage analysis: scalable scope analysis and precise recovery analysis. With the techniques, NDI can accurately
and scalably detect security bugs in real-world large projects.
• New bugs on well-tested critical projects. We found 51 new
bugs in well-tested real-world projects of different scales, including OpenSSL library, FreeBSD kernel, httpd server and PHP
interpreter. Most of the bugs are security-critical as they may
lead to memory corruption or crashes. We have reported these
bugs; 46 have been confirmed by the maintainers.
1 https://github.com/umnsec/ndi
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Motivation

Decades ago, researchers detected violations against specifications
as bugs. Given the challenges in specifying rules and understanding
the code semantics, recent research favored cross-checking which
collects similar code snippets and detects deviations among them
as potential bugs. Such an approach does not require specifications
or an understanding of complicated code logic. In this work, we
identify some fundamental limitations with existing approaches
that motivate us to propose NDI. In this section, we present the
limitations with examples and explain why NDI can address them.

2.1

A Motivating Example

Figure 1 shows a wild-pointer-dereference bug in the OpenSSL library captured by NDI. In this case, function evp_pkey_get_legacy
has inconsistent return states: returning NULL on failure but
a non-NULL pointer on normal execution. The caller chain of
evp_pkey_get_legacy is: lines 18 – 25 . The uses of the return value
of evp_pkey_get_legacy are: lines 31, 36, and 42. Interestingly,
&dh->params is not a dereference of dh, as compilers will optimize
the “dereference” away to directly obtain the address (base + 0x8)
of the variable dh->params. Therefore, the actual critical use of the
return value is on line 42. While the return value itself and pk->lock
are distinguishers, they are never checked against before line 42,
which constitutes a wild-pointer-dereference bug or even arbitrary
read. If the target system marks the zero page inaccessible, the code
will crash on line 42; if the target system allows access on zero page,
such as in some embedded systems without MMU, the bug can turn
into an arbitrary read when attackers control the memory at 0x8.

2.2
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void *evp_pkey_get_legacy(EVP_PKEY *pk) {
void *ret = NULL;
ret = pk->legacy_cache_pkey.ptr;
if (!CRYPTO_THREAD_unlock(pk->lock))
return NULL;
if (ret != NULL)
return ret;
...
}
DH *evp_pkey_get0_DH_int(const EVP_PKEY *pkey) {
if (...) {
ERR_raise(...);
return NULL;
}
return evp_pkey_get_legacy((EVP_PKEY *)pkey);
}
static int dh_pkey_ctrl(EVP_PKEY *pkey, int op, ...) {
switch (op) {
case ASN1_PKEY_CTRL_SET1_TLS_ENCPT:
...
return ossl_dh_buf2key(evp_pkey_get0_DH_int(pkey), ...);
}
}
int ossl_dh_buf2key(DH *dh, ...) {
...
DH_get0_pqg(dh, ...);
....
}
void DH_get0_pqg(const DH *dh, ...) {
ossl_ffc_params_get0_pqg(&dh->params, ...);
}
void ossl_ffc_params_get0_pqg(const FFC_PARAMS *d,
const BIGNUM **p, ...) {
if (p != NULL)
*p = d->p;
}

Figure 1: A wild-pointer dereference bug found by NDI. It can be an
arbitrary read of the zero page is attacker controllable.

Why Existing Approaches Fail

Here, we explain why existing approaches such as data-flow analysis and cross-checking would fail.
Complicated specification and data flows. While in this bug
it could be a traditional wild-pointer dereference, specifications in
general are complicated. From the example, we can see that the
analysis must be inter-procedural and often inter-module, starting
from the source to uses. The original code of the example actually
involves pointer aliases, lengthy and complicated data flows. Existing data-flow analysis is limited in handling such lengthy data
flows because of aliasing and path explosion.
Hard to find similar cases. If one instead turns to cross-checking,
finding similar code snippets is required. Traditional similarity analysis may not find enough similar cases. For instance, the wrapper
function evp_pkey_get0_DH_int is only called three times in the
whole OpenSSL project, and only one callsite is followed by a security check of the return value ret. That is, the example is actually
violating cross-checking assumption, because the “majority” of
cases are incorrect in this example.
Recent research attempted to improve the similarity analysis
by focusing on only relevant paths and data flows. For example,
FICS [1] uses intra-procedural data dependence graph to represent
relevant code in a fine-grained way. In our example, this bug is
inter-procedural and involves many aliases, so FICS will miss this
bug. IPPO [17] tries to collect similar path pairs and detects inconsistencies as potential bugs. To reduce false reports, IPPO has
aggressive rules for selecting similar paths. For example, the paths

must start at the same block and end at the same block, and have
the same state (i.e., both are on the error path or non-error path).
RID [21] even assumes that the two paths of a pair must have the
same return value and argument value. Such restrictive rules will
clearly exclude the bug because at least the paths have differing
states and return values.
In fact, code-similarity analysis is a hard problem [11, 15, 16, 33,
40, 42]. It is still difficult to achieve high precision. This results in
that bug detection based on similarity is inherently probabilistic.
More importantly, in small or custom projects, similar code snippets
may not exist at all.
Deviations can be legitimate or do not exist. Even if one can
find similar code snippets, deviations may not constitute real bugs.
The reason is that how the code should perform security operations
also depends on its contexts. For example, missing a bound check
inside a function may not be a bug if its callers all have enforced
the check; also, missing a free may not be considered a bug if it
is in a terminating function; Interestingly, bugs might not be the
minority cases. In this example, evp_pkey_get0_DH_int has in total
three uses; it is incorrectly used twice but correctly used only once.

2.3

Why NDI Can Detect the Bugs

The limitations with existing detection approaches motivate us
to propose a new approach—non-distinguishable inconsistency.
If an inconsistent state between two paths cannot be recovered
after the two paths merge and the involved critical variable is used,
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it must be a bug. Unlike existing approaches like FICS [1] and
IPPO [17], NDI does not require similarity analysis. NDI requires
only two conditions. (1) There are two paths in the function that
have inconsistent security operations or states, i.e., returning NULL
in our example. (2) The critical variable involved in the security
operations or states are visible after the two paths merge.
Both conditions are easy to form in functions with branches (e.g.,
error checks). In the example, the checks at line 5 and line 8 of Figure 1 generate different path pairs, and clearly, the critical variable
ret is visible after the two paths merge, so NDI is applicable to
the case. Although the function evp_pkey_get_legacy has distinguishing variables, none of them is checked against; as a result, the
inconsistencies will never have a chance to be recovered. Therefore,
NDI flags them as bugs.

3
3.1

Definitions and Overview
Definitions

Code path and path pair. We define an intra-procedural control
flow within a function as a code path. The code path does not
necessarily start from the function prologue or end at the function
epilogue. We then define path pair as two code paths within the
function that start from a diverging point (e.g., an if statement) and
end at a merging point (e.g., a return statement). For example, in
Figure 1, path-1 with lines 05 - 06 and path-2 with lines 05 - 08 - 09
form a path pair.
Inconsistency. We define inconsistency as a divergent security
state in a path pair. In this project, as examples, we focus on the common security states, including being NULL, freed, and initialized.
In the above path pair, the inconsistency is that the return variable
ret in path-1 is being NULL while in path-2 is being non-NULL.
Critical variable. We define critical variable as the one involved in
the inconsistent security state or targeted by the security operation
that results in the inconsistency. In this example, it is the return
value of evp_pkey_get_legacy.
Distinguisher. We define a variable as a distinguisher if it must
hold differing values when the two paths are executed and is visible
after the two paths merge, e.g., after the function returns. After the
two paths merge, a distinguisher can be used to tell which path has
been taken. For the above pair, the distinguishers are the return
value ret and pk->lock because they can distinguish the paths.
Recovery of inconsistency. Before the critical variable is used,
e.g., a pointer is dereferenced, its inconsistent state must be consistentized, which we define as recovery of inconsistency. For this
particular case, to be consistent, ret should be nullified for path-2
or assigned with a non-NULL pointer for path-1.
Non-distinguishable inconsistency—the bug oracle. When
there is no distinguisher at all, or distinguishers are all overwritten before the recovery, the inconsistency will become nondistinguishable; when the critical variable is used, the nondistinguishable inconsistency becomes a deterministic oracle for a
security bug. In addition, if distinguishers have never been used for
recovery when the critical variable is used, we can also conclude
this is a bug.
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3.2

Overview

The goal of NDI is to identify non-distinguishable inconsistencies as
potential bugs in projects of different scales. Given the source code
of a project, NDI will go through three phases and automatically
report bugs as the output. Figure 2 shows an overview of NDI. In
the following, we introduce each phase.
In the first phase, NDI identifies inconsistent path pairs. Given a
function, NDI first collects path pairs, as defined in §3.1. Each pair
has a diverging point and a merging point. The second step is to
check if a path pair has an inconsistent security state. This state can
be identified by conditional statements (e.g., if statement) or security operations (e.g., memory free). The reason is that a conditional
statement often separates a state (e.g., being NULL or not), and a
security operation often changes a state. After that, we can quickly
identify the critical variable which is used in the conditional statement or is targeted by the security operation. Last but not least, we
also need to make sure that the critical variable is visible after the
two paths merge (i.e., it is not defined or destroyed within the path
pair); otherwise, the inconsistent security state would not impact
the following code at all, which is beyond the scope of NDI. By
going through these steps, NDI will finally report the inconsistent
path pairs—path pairs with externally visible inconsistent states.
In the second phase, NDI identifies distinguishers for inconsistent path pairs. This is a challenging and important phase. The
identification should be comprehensive but also precise, which is
a prerequisite for accurate bug detection. Intuitively, any variable
that is visible after the merging point and can distinguish the paths
should be considered a distinguisher. To ensure the comprehensiveness and precision, we propose to use a custom under-constrained
symbolic execution together with a path-based alias analysis. Given
a path pair, NDI first performs our own analysis (see §4.2) to normalize variables involved in the path pair. After that, NDI performs
an under-constrained symbolic execution for both paths separately,
which generates constraints for variables in the path pair. For each
variable that is visible after the paths merge, NDI aims to determine
if it must contain different values after the merging point. To this
end, we collect its constraints for both paths and construct an artificial constraint for that they are the same. All these constraints
are then sent to a solver; if the result is unsatisfiable, we know that
the two paths must result in differing values for the two paths, and
we identify the variable as a distinguisher.
In the third phase, NDI detects non-distinguishable inconsistencies as potential bugs. Clearly, if there is no distinguisher at all, NDI
can quickly report the case as a potential bug. However, in most
cases, there are distinguishers, and NDI needs to analyze the code
following the merging point to determine if the distinguishers are
used to recover the inconsistency. There are two scenarios that NDI
will report as bugs. First, the distinguishers are not used for recovery before the critical variable is used. Second, the distinguishers
are overwritten before recovery. A challenge of handling the two
scenarios is that NDI has to perform an inter-procedural and pathbased analysis, which may suffer from path explosion. To mitigate
the problem, we perform a two-staged analysis: a coarse-grained
function-level program slicing to limit the analysis scope and a
fine-grained recovery analysis to detect bugs. We will discuss the
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Figure 2: Overview of NDI-based detection. PPs = path pairs.

two-staged analysis in §4.3. In the end, NDI generates bug reports
and we manually confirm them.

4

A Bug-Detection System Based on NDI

In this section, we present the design of NDI. First, we list the main
technical challenges below.
C1. The first challenge is to identify path pairs with inconsistent
security states that are visible to the external.
C2. The second challenge is to identify distinguishers of the inconsistent path pairs precisely and thoroughly.
C3. The third challenge is to precisely and efficiently detect nondistinguishable and unrecovered inconsistencies.
In the following subsections, we present our solutions to these
corresponding challenges.

4.1

Identification of Inconsistent Path Pairs

The very first task of NDI is to identify inconsistent path pairs which
have inconsistent security states. Given a function, NDI traverses
the control-flow graph to collect individual code paths. Note that
this step is intra-procedural, as we will not enter into callees. A code
path is represented as a list of basic blocks. Then, NDI enumerates
the paths to find potential path pairs by checking against the first
condition—starting from a diverging point and ending at a merging
point. The diverging point can be either the function prologue or
a branch statement (typically at the end of a basic block), and a
merging point can be either the function epilogue or the targets of
a branch. By going through the control flow, we can easily collect
such pairs. A more complicated part is to determine that (1) a pair
has an inconsistent security state, and (2) the inconsistent security
state is visible after the two paths merge.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

dav_error * dav_fs_dir_file_name(const dav_resource *resource,
const char **dirpath_p,
const char **fname_p) {
dav_resource_private *ctx = resource->info;
char *dirpath = ap_make_dirstr_parent(...);
if (...) {
if (dirpath[dirlen - 1] == ’/’) {
dirpath[dirlen - 1] = ’\0’;
}
}
if (rv == APR_SUCCESS || rv == APR_ERELATIVE) {
*dirpath_p = dirpath;
if (fname_p != NULL)
*fname_p = ctx->pathname + dirlen;
}
else {
return dav_new_error(...);
}
return NULL;
}

Figure 3: Example function in httpd with inconsistency

Identifying security states and critical variables. A security
state is a program state that is sensitive to security, such as being
NULL, being initialized, or being freed. It is typically represented
with the value of a variable. The state is often manipulated through
a security operation [17, 36], such as memory release, nullification,
initialization, etc. A variable that represents the state or is targeted
by a security operation is considered a critical variable. Following
this definition, we can identify security states and critical variables
through security operations and the values (e.g., NULL) representing states. For example, Figure 3 shows a function in httpd server,
which includes the initialization security operation against variables dirpath (line 8) and fname_p (line 14). Therefore, we identify
dirpath and fname_p as the critical variables. Consequently, their
security states become “initialized” after the operations.
Analyzing the visibility of security states. For an inconsistent
security state to take effect (leading to a bug), the critical variable
must be visible after the two paths merge, so that it can be used and
trigger a security bug. Intuitively, to check the visibility, we can
perform a backward data-flow analysis to identify the definition
(e.g., a definition of an integer or allocation of a buffer) of the critical
variable, and make sure it is before the diverging point. However,
in NDI, we have a much easier solution, which is to simply check
that the critical variable is not defined within the path pair, which
suffices to ensure the external visibility.
Precise path-based alias analysis for critical variables. It is
not uncommon that the two paths may perform security operations
against aliases (with different names) of the same pointer. Precisely
identifying the aliases is essential to reduce false positives in inconsistent security states. Existing alias analysis does not work well.
While the conservative MayAlias results contain overwhelming
false positives, the precise MustAlias results miss too many true
positives. Therefore, we need a new alias analysis that is precise,
efficient, and also very comprehensive.
Fortunately, we observe that in NDI, since we only target two
paths that start from the same diverging point and end at the same
merging point, an intra-procedural path-based and field-sensitive
data-flow analysis would be efficient and can precisely resolve
the aliases, as such an analysis can precisely keep track of the
propagation of pointers in the granularity of memory fields. Note
that if a path pair does not start from the function prologue, we
will also apply our analysis to the paths from the function prologue
to the start of the path pair to capture aliases generated along the
paths. During this analysis, if we encounter a function call, we will
not track into the callee but use the MustAlias results from the
existing alias analysis to balance the accuracy and efficiency.
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Identifying inconsistent path pairs. With the alias results, we
then propose a method to identify inconsistent path pairs. Such
pairs must have inconsistent security states. Inconsistent security
states may be generated in different ways, so we have two criteria
to determine inconsistent security states. First, if a security operation (such as initialization or memory release) against a specific
variable appears in only one path but not the other, we identify an
inconsistent state, and the path pair is inconsistent. Second, since
a security state may not be generated through a security operation, but represented by values (e.g., NULL vs. non-NULL), we also
perform a value-based analysis. In the current implementation, we
focus on NULL pointers. This way, we identify path pairs with
inconsistent security states.

4.2

Identification of Distinguishers

One of the key challenges of NDI is identifying distinguishers—
variables that tell which path of a pair has been taken, and the variables should be visible outside the pair. To the best of our knowledge,
this has not been studied before. There are often many variables
involved in a pair, and most of them may or may not be differing
after the two paths merge. Determining which variables must be
differing is a challenge. Moreover, the analysis should be precise
and comprehensive, which is essential to minimize false positives
and false negatives in bug detection.
We reason that identifying distinguishers is to determine
whether a variable (that is visible outside the path pair) must result
in differing values at the end of the path pair. Therefore, if a variable
may result in the same value, it cannot be identified as a distinguisher, as in this case the callers will still not be able to distinguish
the paths. Based on the reasoning, we propose to use a tailored
under-constrained symbolic execution to reliably identify distinguishers. The under-constrained symbolic execution will not only help
determine the possible values of a variable, but also exclude infeasible paths to reduce false positives. Also, it will not suffer from path
explosion because it only targets two intra-procedural paths.
Under-constrained symbolic comparison with extension.
The idea is that given a path pair and a variable, we can symbolize the variable into two different symbols (e.g., 𝑉1 and 𝑉2 ) for
the two paths and symbolically execute the two paths separately
to collect two sets of constraints. By adding an artificial constraint
that 𝑉1 == 𝑉2 and sending all these constraints about the variable
to a solver [23], we can get a result which is either SAT or UNSAT.
If it is UNSAT, we can confidently conclude that 𝑉1 always differs
from 𝑉2 , and the variable is a distinguisher. The confidence is based
on the conservativeness of under-constrained symbolic execution.
While this is intuitive, we still need to address several problems.
Normalizing symbols by extending path pairs. Variables in question must be translated into symbols before symbolic execution
for a path pair. Simply translating every variable with a different
name on a path to a new symbol is not precise because memory
can be pointed to by aliases with different names, and variables
with different names may also have the same values. To address
this challenge, we propose the path-pair extension method. This
method will extend both paths in the inconsistent path pair from
the diverging point to the function prologue and generate new path
pairs, which we refer to as extended path pairs. The paths in one
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extended path pair will share the same path from the prologue to
the diverging point, and we refer to it as a pre-path as this path is
executed before the inconsistent path pair. Note that one inconsistent path pair can generate more than one extended path pairs, as
there may exist more than one pre-paths before the diverging point.
By starting the symbolic execution from the function prologue, the
same variables with different names can be recognized, and the
translation from variables to symbols becomes definitive. On the
other hand, we can also collect more constraints for variables. As a
result, the identification of distinguishers will become more precise.
Take an inconsistent path pair in Figure 3 as an example. We
have a path pair: path-1 11 - 12 - 13 - 14 - 19 and path-2 11 - 16 17 . From the prologue to the diverging point 11 , the function
dav_fs_dir_file_name has three pre-paths: 04 - 05 - 06 - 11 , 04 - 05 06 - 07 - 11 and 04 - 05 - 06 - 07 - 08 - 11 . By composing the pre-paths
with the inconsistent path pair, we will generate three extended
path pairs respectively.
Note that when identifying the distinguishers of the inconsistent
path pair with multiple extended path pairs, our policy is that as
long as a variable is a distinguisher for one extended path pair, we
deem the variable as a distinguisher. That is, the variable does not
have to be a distinguisher for all extended path pairs.
Variable selection and symbolization. Only variables that can be
potential distinguishers should be symbolized, so we need selection criteria. To become a distinguisher, a variable should satisfy
the following two conditions. First, the variable must be defined
before the merging point, i.e., the variable is defined on the prepath or passed in as a global or argument. Second, the variable
must be used in the inconsistent path pair (including the diverging
point) to generate differing values. After selecting the candidate
distinguisher variables, for each of them, we will symbolized it into
two different symbols on the two paths of a pair and perform the
symbolic comparison.
Constructing and solving constraints. To determine if a variable, say V, must contain differing values after the merging point of a
path pair, we need to collect and construct constraints for a symbolized candidate distinguisher. To make sure that the unsatisfiability
is resulted from the differing values of the candidate distinguisher,
instead of from the path infeasibility, we first symbolically execute
the two paths separately to make sure they both are feasible. Path
pairs with infeasible paths will be directly discarded.
Given a candidate distinguisher, V of an extended path pair, we
symbolize it into two different symbols for the two paths, e.g.,
𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑉1 and 𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑉2 . On the two paths, we then collect constraints related to V separately. After that, we further construct an
artificial constraint, 𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑉1 == 𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑉2 . All these constraints
are put together and then sent to a solver. We will receive a result
from the solver, either SAT or UNSAT. If the result is UNSAT (unsolvable), we can tell that 𝑉1 and 𝑉2 must differ, given the conservativeness of under-constraint symbolic execution. In this case, we deem V
as a distinguisher. This way, NDI precisely identifies distinguishers
for the inconsistent path pair.
An example. To demonstrate the process of identification, we
here to prove that fname_p in Figure 3 is a distinguisher over the
extended path pair: the pre-path is 04 - 05 - 06 - 11 - 12 , and the inconsistent path pair is path-1 13 - 14 - 19 and path-2 13 - 19 . First of
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all, fname_p will be symbolized to 𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙 𝑣1 on path-1 and 𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙 𝑣2
on path-2. On path-1, we collect the constraint 𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙 𝑣1 != 𝑁𝑈 𝐿𝐿
because of the check on line 13. On path-2, we collect the constraint
𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙 𝑣2 == 𝑁𝑈 𝐿𝐿 also because of the check on line 13. Finally, we
generate an artificial constraint, 𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙 𝑣1 == 𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙 𝑣2 , and send
all those constraints to solver. It is obvious that the result of the
solver is UNSAT, i.e., 𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙 𝑣1 can not equal to 𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙 𝑣2 . Therefore,
we conclude that fname_p is a distinguisher of the path pair.

4.3

Two-Staged Analysis for Inconsistency
Recovery

The goal of NDI is to detect non-distinguishable or unrecovered
inconsistencies as potential bugs, non-distinguishable inconsistencies indicate that the recovery of inconsistency is impossible, or
the recovery does not happen before a use of the critical variable.
Therefore, if an inconsistent path pair does not have any distinguishers, we can directly conclude that it is a bug. Otherwise, we
will need to analyze possible recoveries of the inconsistency after
the two paths merge. The analysis is to check (1) whether the distinguishers are overwritten, so the inconsistency clearly becomes
non-distinguishable, or (2) whether the recovery is not performed
at all before the use of the critical variable.
We find the recovery analysis challenging because it requires
an inter-procedural, path-based, and field-sensitive analysis, which
often suffers from path explosion or imprecision. To address this
challenge, we perform a two-staged analysis. We observe that, given
a path pair, typically there is only one critical variable, but there are
multiple distinguishers. More importantly, the use of the critical
variable is a requirement to form a bug. If the critical variable is
not used at all, we do not need to analyze the distinguishers or
recovery. Therefore, we propose to first leverage the uses of the
critical variable to quickly filter out irrelevant code. In particular,
in the first stage, we perform an efficient coarse-grained functionlevel program slicing against critical variables (not distinguishers) to
limit our analysis scope; only functions that are along the paths from
the merging point to the use of the critical variable are within the
slice; all other functions are filtered out, which ensures scalability.
In the second stage, we perform a fine-grained analysis against
both critical variables and distinguishers (not targeted in the first
stage), to precisely identify if distinguishers are used for recovery.
Coarse-grained function-level program slicing. In the first
stage, we perform a coarse-grained function-level program slicing
over critical variables. To improve the efficiency, the coarse-grained
analysis is inter-procedural, flow-insensitive, and field-insensitive.
The intuition of the first stage is that checks of distinguishers can
only recover inconsistency before the uses of the critical variable.
Therefore, if we can identify function paths that start from the
function with inconsistency and end at the function with the uses
of the critical variable, we can just focus the precise analysis of the
second stage on the function paths, which can effectively reduce
the analysis scope.
To locate the uses of a critical variable roughly but quickly, we
need to address a few problems. For aliasing, we adopt the conservative MayAlias results. Note that the analysis is only applied to the
critical variables, but not distinguishers. To balance the efficiency
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and accuracy, the coarse-grained analysis adopts a k-limiting analysis, which is commonly used by static analysis [18, 19, 29, 41].
Moreover, we use type analysis [24, 31] to find indirect-call targets.
Fine-grained recovery analysis. In the second stage, NDI performs fine-grained analysis within the program slice to determine
whether distinguishers are used to recover inconsistencies. This
analysis is an inter-procedural, path-based, flow- and field-sensitive
one. Unlike the first stage, here we apply the precise analysis against
both critical variables and distinguishers. We perform our precise
analysis on each critical variable again because the analysis of critical variable in the first stage is imprecise. After that, we perform
precise analysis against distinguishers to collect all possible recoveries. Recoveries are those checks (e.g. if statement) involving
distinguishers or their aliases. NDI will report a bug if no recovery
is performed before the uses.
An example. Now we use an example from FreeBSD, shown in
Figure 4, to explain the two-staged analysis. This is a NULL pointer
dereference identified by NDI. The return value of the function
ocs_hw_qtop_parse in Figure 4 will be NULL on allocation failure
of qtop on line 8. On the other path, ocs_hw_qtop_parse will return a pointer qtop which could never be NULL because of the
check on line 6. In function ocs_hw_setup, the return value of
ocs_hw_qtop_parse is assigned to hw->qtop, and there is a dereference of it after that without any check, which leads to a NULL
pointer dereference bug.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

ocs_hw_qtop_t *ocs_hw_qtop_parse(ocs_hw_t *hw, ...)
{
ocs_hw_qtop_t *qtop;
...
qtop = ocs_malloc(...);
if (qtop == NULL) {
...
return NULL;
}
qtop->os = hw->os;
...
qtop->alloc_count = OCS_HW_MAX_QTOP_ENTRIES;
qtop->inuse_count = 0;
return qtop;
}
ocs_hw_rtn_e ocs_hw_setup(ocs_hw_t *hw, ...)
{
hw->qtop = ocs_hw_qtop_parse(hw, hw->config.queue_topology);
hw->config.n_eq = hw->qtop->entry_counts[QTOP_EQ];
...
}

Figure 4: An example for explaining two-staged analysis.

In the first stage, we apply the coarse-grained analysis against
the return value of function ocs_hw_qtop_parse, which identifies
hw->qtop on line 19 in Figure 4 as its alias variable. As our analysis is field-insensitive, the analysis will further collect all field
variables against hw->qtop like hw->qtop->entry_counts. Next, we
identify the uses of the critical variable hw->qtop, which is a load
operation on line 20. Finally, we determine the relevant call path
is ocs_hw_qtop_parse—ocs_hw_setup, and our program slice only
contains these two functions.
In the second stage, we perform a precise inter-procedural analysis against the return value of ocs_hw_qtop_parse and all its distinguishers. In our example, we will collect distinguishers on the
inconsistent path pair: path-1 06 - 08 and path-2 06 - 10 - 14 . Theses distinguishers include qtop->os, qtop->alloc_count, and the
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return value itself since they hold differing values on different paths.
After building all alias set against each distinguisher, we further
identify possible checks which could recover the inconsistency. In
this example, there is no such a recovery, so NDI identifies it as a
non-distinguishable inconsistency and reports it as a bug.
Reporting and confirming bugs. Our bug report takes two formats. If there is no distinguisher, NDI will simply report the function
name, the inconsistent path pairs along with the critical variable.
If there are distinguishers, NDI will first report the function with
inconsistency, the function with the use of the critical variable and
the path between them on the call graph. In addition, it will report
the critical variable and the use of the critical variables as supplementary information. We then manually check the path between
the merging point of the path pair and the use of the critical variable
to make sure there is no recovery and confirm the path is feasible.
After confirmation, we report bugs to maintainers.

5

Implementation

We have implemented NDI based on LLVM 15, including a pass
that translates IR into graph expressions, a pass that collects paths
on functions and inconsistent path pairs, a pass that performs a
path-based value flow analysis, a pass that collects distinguishers
for inconsistent path pairs, and finally a pass that detects bugs
related with non-distinguishable inconsistencies. The rest of this
section presents important implementation details of NDI.

5.1

Data Structures and Representations

A path is represented with an ordered list composed of pointers to
basic blocks. NDI then represents an inconsistent path pair with
a combination of two paths. Furthermore, NDI represents critical
variables and distinguishers with an unordered set composed of
pointers to variables. Also, NDI uses a call graph to represent the
searching scope of the two-staged analysis. This call graph consists
of functions collected in the coarse-grained stage, and we use the
number of nodes in the call graph to represent the scale of the
searching scope.

5.2

Implemented Security States/Operations

To demonstrate how NDI works, we focus on three inconsistencies:
memory release, NULL state, and initialization for the following
reasons. (1) These inconsistencies exist widely in large systems and
are often misused by programmers. (2) These inconsistencies can
lead to severe security impacts such as memory corruption and
denial-of-service. (3) Traditional analysis techniques such as fuzzing
cannot easily find such bugs, which may locate in deep code paths.
However, note that the types of inconsistency are not limited; NDI
can be further extended to support more types of inconsistencies,
such as boundary check, refcount, and lock/unlock.
Release inconsistency. Release inconsistency refers to that a
variable is released on one path but not on the other. The release
operation can be identified through deallocator functions, therefore
to identify release inconsistency, the very first task is to collect
deallocators. On each system, we manually identify the 10 most
commonly used deallocators before collecting functions with release inconsistency. For collected functions, we take such variables
whose values are released by deallocators as critical variables.
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NULL state inconsistency. NULL state inconsistency refers to
that in an inconsistent path pair, one path returns a non-NULL
pointer while the other returns NULL. In practice, we will first
collect functions with pointer-type return values. For each inconsistent path pair of these functions, we further confirm whether a
return value equals NULL on one path and does not equal NULL on
the other through under-constraint symbolic execution. The critical
variable of NULL state inconsistency is exactly the return value
itself. This NULL state inconsistency can also be easily extended to
support other “invalid” pointers (e.g. a wild pointer composed of
an error code).
Initialization inconsistency. Initialization inconsistency refers
to that in an inconsistent path pair, a variable is initialized on one
path but not on the other. In practice, for each inconsistent path
pair, we first collect variables which are assigned on one path but
remain unchanged on the other. Moreover, NDI supports other
methods to identify initialization inconsistency. For instance, one
can use function-based initializers like memset on one path but not
on the other to indicate an initialization-inconsistent state.

5.3

Optimizations for Distinguisher
Identification

§4.2 shows that NDI uses under-constraint symbolic execution to
determine distinguishers. However, in the following situations, NDI
can quickly decide the distinguishers, without the need for underconstraint symbolic execution, which improves performance.
Constant values. Sometimes the differing values of a distinguisher on two paths are constants, e.g. error code ENOMEM and NULL.
In this case, NDI can simply compare these constants through arithmetic calculations without symbolic execution. For instance, once
we identify that a variable is assigned with two different constant
values on the pair, the variable can be regarded as a distinguisher.
Simple conflicting constraints. If constraints against a variable
v are obviously unsatisfiable, e.g., one constraint is “v == NULL”, and
the other constraint is “v != NULL”, we can immediately conclude that
the constraints against v are unsatisfiable. Such cases are actually
very common in the code. When identifying distinguishers, as
explained in §4.2, we will build a constraint set against a variable.
Before sending the set to the solver, we will quickly check whether
there exist two constraints whose operands could be the same, but
the predicate is inverse. Once we identify them, the variable is
regarded as a distinguisher without symbolic execution.

5.4

Two-staged Analysis

Uses of critical variables. The first problem in two-staged analysis is to define what operations can be identified as uses of critical
variables. It is obvious that STORE or LOAD operations on alias variables of the critical variable should be identified as uses, but we
argue that the GEP operation should not be identified as uses, since
this operation is just an address computation and will not cause
a real security impact. However, this GEP operation may generate
a wild pointer to an illegal address; therefore, STORE or LOAD operations on this wild pointer may lead to real bugs and should be
regarded as uses. For instance, in our motivating example, there
exists a wild pointer &dh->params in the function DH_get0_pqg of
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Figure 1. The wild pointer results from a GEP operation on an alias
variable dh and will not cause any real security impact. But once
we detect a LOAD operation on the wild pointer &dh->params on line
42 in the function ossl_ffc_params_get0_pqg, we identify it as a
use of the critical variable and further detect a bug.
Besides this, in some cases, function calls are also regarded as
uses for critical variables. Though the passing critical variables
itself will not lead to any security impact, we notice that some
function calls, such as calling memcpy, are bound to cause severe
problems as long as an alias variable is passed in without recovery.
Therefore, we maintain a function list to record these functions. If
an alias variable is passed into a function on the list, we will regard
it as a use of the critical variables.
K-limiting analysis. In §4.3, we mentioned that NDI adopts a
k-limiting method to form the entire scope of the coarse-grained
stage analysis. Here we describe two implementation details. First,
we need to decide a proper value for k. NDI currently takes k =
2 to balance accuracy and efficiency. In practice, if we take k =
1, NDI will miss many real bugs as many possible uses of critical
variables are emitted. When k > 2, the two-staged analysis is less
precise and will generate many false positive bug reports. Note
that all the previous works [18, 19, 29, 41] will limit k to at most 2,
which supports our choice for k. Second, we need to handle indirect
calls. NDI adopts type analysis [24, 31] to match indirect calls with
corresponding functions. However, we find that if the types are
too general, the matching process will become very imprecise. To
alleviate this problem, NDI will only resolve an indirect call when it
has at least three arguments because such indirect calls can typically
match only a few targets, and the results are very precise.

6

Evaluation

We evaluate NDI against well-tested and popular real-world programs, including OpenSSL library 3.0 (commit 21095479c0)2 , FreeBSD
kernel 123 , httpd server (commit 9dbdc1e517)4 and PHP interpreter
(commit ea62b8089a)5 . The experiments are performed on a server
with 256GB RAM and 32-core Intel E5-2670 CPU.

6.1

Analysis Performance
Table 1: Performance of NDI.
Targets
Num of Modules
Lines of Code
Analyzing Time
Peak Memory Usage

OpenSSL
886
500k
1h
12.9G

FreeBSD
1,483
16m
2h
28.1G

httpd
189
300k
30m
2.1G

PHP
376
1m
1h30m
27.3G

The evaluation results show that NDI can effectively analyze
different-sized programs. Specifically, Table 1 shows the analyzing
time, the project size and the peak memory usage of each program.
Overall, we identify more than 4K functions with inconsistencies,
80K inconsistent path pairs and collect more than 10K distinguishers in total; the average searching scope of NDI is less than 100
functions with the help of scoping in the two-staged analysis.
2 https://github.com/openssl/openssl
3 https://github.com/freebsd/freebsd-src
4 https://github.com/apache/httpd
5 https://github.com/php/php-src
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6.2

Bug Findings

NDI generates 86 bug reports, and it takes 70 person-hours in total
to manually check and report them. Most time was spent on a small
number of challenging cases that involve complicated code. For the
majority of cases, the manual confirmation is quick because NDI
provides a deterministic oracle, and the analysis scope is typically
small. As shown in Table 2, we finally confirm 35, 7, 6 and 3 valid
bugs from OpenSSL library, FreeBSD kernel, httpd server, and PHP
interpreter, respectively.
Table 2: An aggregated list of bugs detected by NDI.

Release inconsistency
Null state Inconsistency
Initialization inconsistency
Total

OpenSSL
18
14
3
35

FreeBSD
3
4
0
7

httpd
0
1
5
6

PHP
0
3
0
3

Most of these bugs can lead to security issues. Specifically, there
are 8 use-before-initialization memory errors, 2 wild pointer dereferences (they can turn to arbitrary memory access if attackers control
specific memory content on embedding systems without MMU),
23 null pointer dereferences, 14 memory leaks and 4 undefined
behaviors. We have reported all of them to project maintainers.
Until the submission of the paper, 46 bugs have been confirmed by
maintainers, and 25 of them are already fixed in the latest version.
Bugs are confirmed by maintainers through interactions on pull
requests, issues, bugzilla and mailing. The detailed list of bugs is
available in Appendix [27]. Note that many bugs in the list share
the same bug ID since we report similar bugs as a batch in one
report.
Bugs detected with multiple inconsistencies. Interestingly,
several bugs can be detected with more than one inconsistency.
There is 1 bug that can be detected by both release inconsistency
and NULL state inconsistency, while there are 4 bugs that can be
detected with release inconsistency and initialization inconsistency.
Those bugs are categorized in the Table 2 by relevance. Note that
although many functions may have different inconsistencies, not
all of them can lead to the same bug. That is because NDI will identify different inconsistent path pairs and collect different critical
variables over different inconsistencies; therefore, it will generate
different program slices and finally report different bugs.
Security impact. NDI identifies 5 types of bugs: memory leak,
NULL pointer dereference, wild pointer dereference, use before
initialization and undefined behavior. The first four types, i.e., 92.2%
of detected bugs, can cause different security impacts. 23 bugs and
2 bugs would cause NULL pointer dereference and wild pointer
dereference, respectively, and those bugs would lead to Denialof-Service (DoS) when triggered. 14 bugs would cause memory
leaks, and they could cause memory exhaustion and DoS if they are
triggered repeatedly. 8 bugs would cause use-before-initialization
(UBI) memory errors, and the security impact of those bugs depends
on what values the variables would hold without initialization.
We then use a fixed bug as a case study of a common
security impact of the found bugs. In OpenSSL, the function
X509_STORE_new returns NULL on a failure. However, in the function create_cert_store, the return value of X509_STORE_new is
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used without NULL check. Therefore, it will lead to a NULL-pointerdereference bug. If the bug is triggered, OpenSSL will crash and deny
all the requests. This bug was identified by NDI; we reported the
bug, and it has subsequently been fixed in the latest version.
Table 3: Precision of distinguisher identification and effectiveness
of scoping. I. Dist = Number of identified distinguishers, A. Dist =
Number of all distinguishers, W/O S. = # of functions to analyze without scoping, W/ S. = # of functions to analyze with scoping.
Name
DSO_free
evp_pkey_get_legacy
EVP_PKEY_copy_parameters
apreq_param_make
ocs_hw_qtop_parse
mock_srv_ctx_new
add_any_filter_handle
phpdbg_get_color
zend_arena_alloc
iwn_cmd

I. Dist
4
5
5
1
2
1
3
1
2
3

A. Dist
7
7
7
1
3
1
7
2
2
3

W/O S.
43
52
1,006
35
2
12
3
10
19,466
60

W/ S.
38
35
298
35
2
12
0
2
0
0

analysis against critical variables and distinguishers. The analysis
starts from the merging point of an inconsistent path pair. Note
that in this analysis, we still need to collect alias variables over distinguishers and critical variables, and those variables are collected
through the inter-procedural, path-based, flow- and field-sensitive
analysis in the fine-grained stage.
Comparison with and without scoping. The results without scoping are on column W/O S., and the results with scoping
are on column W/ S. in Table 3. The result shows that scoping
plays an important role in limiting the analysis scope for the precise recovery analysis. For instance, the scope of the function
EVP_PKEY_copy_parameters would be more than 1k without scope
analysis. By limiting the scope to less than 300, we can perform more
precise alias analysis and find a bug in the ssl_set_cert_and_key
function. Overall, the scoping reduces the number of functions
to analyze by 98.0%. Particularly, in 3 of 10 cases, we reduce the
scope size to zero; therefore, the fine-grained analysis stage can
be completely omitted, making our analysis process much more
efficient. Since there is no use at all, they would not lead to bugs.

6.5
6.3

Identification of Distinguishers

To evaluate the accuracy of the identification, we first manually
analyze the collected distinguishers. The corresponding results
are shown in Table 3, column I. Dist (identified distinguishers)
and A. Dist (all distinguishers). From such results, we find that
every distinguisher identified by NDI is correct. This benefits from
our precise under-constraint symbolic comparison. However, NDI
is not complete in identifying distinguishers; In particular, NDI
completely identifies distinguishers in 4 out of 10 cases. For the
remaining 6 cases, NDI is not complete by missing a few distinguishers. Overall, NDI can identify 27 of 40 distinguishers, i.e., 67.5%.
This is because NDI only performs intra-procedural distinguisher
identification, and some distinguishers are manipulated by callees,
thus can only be identified by inter-procedural analysis.
Interestingly, those missed distinguishers do not lead to any false
positives in the final bug detection. This is because although many
distinguishers can distinguish inconsistent path pair, only a few of
them are actually used to recover the inconsistency. The actually
used ones are typically simple ones (e.g., return values) and do not
involve nested calls, so are captured by NDI.
For instance, in the function evp_pkey_get_legacy, we have
mentioned that pk->lock should be a distinguisher in §2.1. pk->lock
is not considered a distinguisher in NDI since pk->lock may not
be always differing on the two paths from the intra-procedural
analysis perspective, but missing the distinguisher pk->lock does
not cause any false positive, because the actual used distinguisher
is the return value of evp_pkey_get_legacy instead of pk->lock.
In general, we find that most distinguishers that are used for
recovery can be detected intra-procedurally, which means our identification analysis is accurate enough in practice.

6.4

Effectiveness of Scoping

To evaluate the effectiveness of scoping (i.e., the first coarse-grained
stage in the two-staged analysis), we disable it to make the comparison. With the scoping disabled, we directly perform the recovery

Comparison with Most Related Tools

6.5.1 Comparison with Cross-Checking Tools. In this section, we
compare NDI with two state-of-the-art similarity-based bug detection tools that are most related to NDI and open-sourced: IPPO [17]
and Crix [20]. IPPO is a closely related work that is based on the
similarity of paths. It identifies bugs by checking inconsistent security operations on two similar code paths. Crix detects bugs by
checking similar code slices. It models and cross-checks the semantics of conditional statements in the peer slices of critical variables.
First, we focus on how many bugs found by NDI can also be detected by them. In this evaluation, We feed the same bitcode files
of all tested programs to the tools and compare ours with the bugs
found by them.
Table 4: Comparison with state-of-the-art tools, in terms of bugs
detected on all programs.

NDI
IPPO
Crix

OpenSSL
35
1
0

httpd
6
0
0

PHP
3
0
0

FreeBSD
7
1
1

Bug missed by cross-checking. As shown in Table 4, only 3 bugs,
i.e. 5.9% bugs, can be detected by cross-checking tools. And to make
more clear comparison, we analyze bugs found in OpenSSL to prove
that many bugs are theoretically unrecognizable by cross-checking.
We choose OpenSSL because it is moderate and well organized, making the result more convincing. On OpenSSL, we manually collect
all the functions with inconsistency or their wrappers, and compute the times they are misused. Those data are shown in Table 5.
From Table 5 we notice that the misused functions in 26 of 35 bugs
(i.e., 74.2%) have a misuse rate of more than 50%; therefore, they
can not even be detected in principle by cross-checking because
the inherent assumption of cross-checking—buggy code pieces are
minority—just does not hold for them. Even worse, for some misused functions, there may be no correct use at all. For instance, the
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function DSO_free contains a release inconsistency, i.e., the argument of DSO_free will be released on the normal path but not on
the error paths. However, all 14 uses are buggy because they do not
check the distinguishers of DSO_free at all. Finally, the inconsistency becomes non-distinguishable and causes memory leak bugs.
Those bugs have been confirmed by the maintainers.
Table 5: Total Uses and Misuses about the targeted function in
OpenSSL. N1 = Total Uses, N2 = Misuses, R = N2 / N1 * 100%. Crosschecking can only detect bugs when misuses are minority.
Function Name
DSO_free
evp_pkey_get0_DH_int
evp_pkey_get_legacy
evp_pkey_get0_RSA_int
OCSP_basic_add1_status
X509V3_add_value
EVP_PKEY_copy_parameters
BN_bn2hex
X509_STORE_new

N1
14
3
18
4
5
22
18
9
21

N2
14
2
13
2
1
4
2
1
1

R
100.0%
66.6%
72.2%
50.0%
20.0%
18.1%
11.1%
11.1%
4.7%

Trade-offs between NDI and cross-checking. NDI is not intended to replace cross-checking tools but to complement them. In
general, both should be applied to broadly detect bugs in a target
program. However, there are a few factors that affect the performance of NDI and previous tools, and users may consider them to
prioritize the tools.
First, the scale of the program. NDI tends to outperform previous cross-checking tools on smaller programs. As mentioned in
§2.2, cross-checking tools require a substantial number of similar
code pieces for a statistical analysis. Smaller projects may not have
enough similar code pieces. For instance, in the smallest project
we tested, the httpd server, NDI finds 6 bugs; however, IPPO and
Crix find 0 bugs. Second, the customization level of the program. A
program with extensive custom code (e.g., to support special functionalities) may prioritize NDI. Even large programs such as the
Linux kernel contain unique code logic to support custom features;
we may not find enough similar code pieces for such code, and crosschecking would fail. Third, the development process. A program that
is collaboratively developed by many programmers should also apply NDI. In this scenario, the designer of an API and the users of the
API may have different expectations. An improperly-designed API
may be frequently misused, but could be missed by cross-checking
because the misuses are not minority cases. For example, in Table 5,
most misused functions (74.2%) have a misuse rate of more than
50%, thus have been missed by cross-checking.
To summarize, a user may prioritize NDI in detecting bugs when
the target program is small, customized, or collaboratively developed, and apply NDI together with existing cross-checking tools
for other programs.
6.5.2 Comparison with Other Tools Detecting the Same Types. In
§6.5.1, we compare NDI with the most related tools in terms of
detection approach. In this section, we additionally compare NDI
with state-of-the-art tools that detect the same bug types but may
adopt a different detection approach. In particular, we select FICS [1]
and IncreLux [44]. The current implementation of NDI can detect
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three types of bugs: memory leak, illegal pointer dereference, use
before initialization (UBI). FICS can detect all the three types. It
uses a machine learning–based bug detection technique that learns
(correct) code patterns from the codebase and detect violations as
bugs. IncreLux is a most recent work that focuses on detecting UBI
bugs. It tracks the code paths to check whether a variable is fully
initialized upon uses.
Table 6: Comparison with state-of-the-art tools detecting the same
types.

Memory leak
Illegal pointer dereference
Use before initialization

NDI
14
25
8

FICS
0
1
4

IncreLux
0
0
3

Bug missed by compared tools. As shown in Table 6, only 8
bugs, i.e. 15.6% of bugs, found by NDI can be detected by tools
detecting the same types. Particularly, although IncreLux is specialized for detecting UBI bugs, it can only detect 3 out of 8 UBI bugs
found by NDI. Though FICS claims to detect bugs with one-to-one
inconsistency, the inconsistency has to be small enough to indicate
a bug, which is not a must for NDI. Furthermore, IncreLux detects
UBI bugs through type-qualifier analysis; however, the specifications of IncreLux are summarized based on a specific system (Linux
kernel). Therefore, it does not perform well on other systems. On
the other hand, we also collected the 8 bugs found by the compared
tools from their papers. We found that NDI can rediscover 3 of
them. We will explain why NDI misses other bugs in §6.5.3. The
evaluation results show that (1) NDI and existing detection tools
are complementary to each other, and (2) NDI finds more bugs in
the tested programs.
Comparison on scalability. An important feature of NDI is that
it localizes the potential buggy code (intra-procedural path pairs
with inconsistencies) and focuses the analysis to the limited scope.
Such a feature helps NDI avoid analyzing lengthy control/data flows
and thus improve the scalability. As shown in Table 1, NDI is able
to finish the detection from 30 minutes to 2 hours. For instance,
FreeBSD contains 16 million lines of code, and NDI finished the
detection within 2 hours, which is considered scalable.
In comparison, FICS and IncreLux may suffer from scalability
because FICS adopts a machine-learning approach, and IncreLux
has to keep track of object life-cycles from the beginning (i.e., allocation sites). In particular, we found that IncreLux consumes too
much RAM; it fails when analyzing OpenSSL because of huge RAM
usage (more than 250GB). NDI, however, completes all analysis
with at most 30GB memory. Further, their detection costs a much
longer time. For instance, FICS spends almost one week analyzing
the programs, and takes about four days to analyze FreeBSD kernel
alone. IncreLux spends about two days analyzing all programs, and
takes one day to analyze the FreeBSD kernel. NDI, however, only
spends about five hours completing all analysis, and two hours
for FreeBSD. Overall, NDI outperforms these tools with a localized
analysis technique that requires a much shorter detection time and
consumes much less memory.
6.5.3 False Negatives To analyze false negatives, we first try to
collect bugs (on the tested programs) found by compared tools. We
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found it is impractical to collect the bugs by re-running the tools
on the programs, because either they fail to run on some programs
or there are too many false positives (e.g., IPPO has thousands of
reports). Therefore, we collect the bugs from their papers. In total,
we were able to collect 18 bugs. We first manually look into the
bugs and found that, in theory, 14 of them can be detected by NDI’s
approach. As there are limitations with our implementation of NDI,
we then apply NDI to the programs to see how many of them can
be rediscovered in practice. It turns out that NDI can rediscover 8
of them, i.e. 44.4% of bugs. In the following, we look into the causes
of the false negatives and summarize them.
No recovery after checks. NDI currently treats checks as a recovery of inconsistencies. However, checks over distinguishers are
only a necessary condition of the recovery operation. NDI will not
report a bug even if no actual recovery operation is performed after
the checks. For instance, in PHP, IPPO finds a bug where the variable preload_scripts in the function accel_preload is released on
one path but not on the other. However, NDI misses it because the
return value of accel_preload, which is a distinguisher, is checked
before uses of preload_scripts. Five false negatives fall in this
category. As this is an implementation issue, it can potentially be
eliminated in the future.
No inconsistency. Some bugs may not contain an inconsistency;
therefore, NDI can not detect them. For instance, in OpenSSL, FICS
finds a bug in cms_RecipientInfo_pwri_crypt where the variable
ec->key is not released within the whole function. Since there is
no release inconsistency, NDI cannot detect it. Four cases fall in
this category. This is a problem with the NDI approach, and thus
cannot be eliminated.
No critical variable uses. NDI focuses more on the detection precision and will not report uncertain bugs. For instance, FICS identifies a bug in OpenSSL that the return value of BN_mod_inverse should
be checked within RSA_X931_derive_ex; however, NDI misses this
bug because distinguishers and the return value keep alive beyond
the searching scope, while there is no use against the return value
within the scope. Only one case falls in this category.
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against the NULL state inconsistency caused by the callee function
spl_ptr_llist_offset. However, after careful confirmation of the
maintainer, we find the return value of spl_ptr_llist_offset can
never be NULL within the first function, which is not correctly
identified by NDI. Such cases account for 52% of false positives.
Imprecise alias analysis. NDI attempts to identify uses of critical
variables and checks over distinguishers by inter-procedural alias
analysis. However, due to the alias analysis still has false positives,
NDI will collect incorrect uses of critical variables and report false
bug reports. Such cases account for 24% of false positives.
Others. Besides the above causes, false positives can also be caused
by reasons like some recovery are omitted because of optimization
and the checks of distinguishers are missed. Such cases account for
24% of false positives.

6.7

7
6.6

False Positives

The overall false-positive rate of NDI is 40.6%, which we believe
is promising for a static analyzer, and is better than the related
tools [1, 17, 20, 44]. Even after they tuned the threshold to reduce
false positives, IPPO still has a false-positive rate of 63.5%, and Crix
still has the rate of 65.4%. the false-positive rate of FICS is 88.0%
even after filtering. IncreLux randomly samples 44 bugs, and the
rate is 50.0%. The rates of compared tools are higher because they
are probabilistic while NDI is deterministic; Therefore, unlike NDI,
the compared tools cannot guarantee the accuracy of their findings.
The main causes of NDI’s false positives are summarized below.
Most causes are about implementation limitations instead of the
approach of NDI.
Limitations of under-constrained symbolic execution. NDI
employs under-constrained symbolic execution to identify distinguishers and remove infeasible paths. However, under-constrained
symbolic execution is unable to remove all infeasible paths because of under-constrainedness. For instance, in PHP project, the
function zim_SplDoublyLinkedList_add does not have a recovery

Bug Coverage of NDI’s Approach

We emphasize again that NDI is designed to complement existing
detection tools by covering their blind spots, but not to replace them.
NDI is expected to have out-of-the-scope cases. However, we still
want to get a sense of the coverage of NDI’s approach. To evaluate
the coverage of NDI, we perform an empirical analysis. With a set of
real bugs, we analyze (1) how many bugs would be missed by NDI’s
approach in principle and (2) how many are missed by NDI’s current
implementation. We manually collect all memory bugs (in total 105
bugs are identified), which are fixed between 26 March, 2022 to 26
April, 2022 and in OpenSSL library, httpd server, PHP interpreter, and
FreeBSD kernel. Those bugs are listed in Appendix [27]. We further
remove 1 out of 105 bugs because code of the bug has been removed
from projects. Finally, we have 104 bugs. Among those bugs, we
identify 56 of 104 bugs, i.e., 53.8% of bugs, can be covered by NDI’s
approach. Then, we actually apply NDI to them and successfully
detect 19 bugs. That is, NDI’s implementation has 37 false negatives,
which can be addressed with implementation improvements in the
future.

Discussion

Applicability of NDI. NDI covers blind spots of traditional
specification-based or deviation-based detection. However, NDI
is never a complete detection approach that is applicable to all
cases. In particular, NDI works with two pre-conditions in principle. First, the target function must have multiple code paths. the
bug path must have another path to pair with. Second, there must
be an inconsistent path pair. If both paths fail to perform the security operation, NDI will miss the bug. As confirmed in §6.7, NDI’s
approach has a high coverage/recall of 53% in principle.
Data-flow analysis. Although NDI has identified 51 new bugs by
focusing on three security operations, our bug detection in principle
should find more bugs than practice with a higher precision rate.
One of the main reasons is that the data-flow analysis used in
different phases has accuracy issues, especially due to aliasing,
indirect calls, and assembly. In addition, in the coarse-grained scope
analysis, we set a limit for the depth of analysis for path-explosion
cases, which may introduce false negatives. Addressing such issues
is an independent research topic. Once we have a more accurate
data-flow analysis, NDI will also improve its efficiency and accuracy.
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Supporting more security operations. NDI is a generic detection approach that can be plugged in with various security operations. In this paper, we use three operations as examples. In fact,
the targeted security operations are an input to NDI. Other components, such as distinguisher identification, of NDI remain the same.
Other security operations include bound checks, lock/unlock and
reference counting. To support a new security operation, we will
need (1) automated identification of the security operation in the
code and (2) automated identification of the corresponding critical
variable. One challenge is that, if it involves custom functions, we
may need a pre-defined list of them. In addition, a critical variable
is the one targeted by the security operation. This is typically easy
to identify, except for lock/unlock where the critical variable is not
targeted directly, which will need additional inference.
Comparison with Newton. A state-of-the-art tool, Newton [32],
shares a similar logic when detecting vulnerable gadgets for ROP
attack: It collects indirect call gadgets which could be used by ROP
attackers through dynamic taint analysis. NDI has two significant
differences compared with Newton: first, Newton is a dynamic tool
while NDI is a static one. Second Newton focuses on ROP attack
and only collects indirect call gadgets; however, NDI is a general
bug detection oracle and do not focus on a particular gadget.
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Related Works

Specification-based bug detection. In order to detect security
issues in a target system, the most intuitive and classical method is
to specify patterns and detect bugs against them. Smatch [4] and
Coccinelle [25] match and identify specified source-code patterns,
which are widely used to detect simple bugs in the Linux kernel.
Recently, more analysis tools have been developed to identify bugs
based on code patterns. LRSan [34] specifies lacking-recheck bugs,
while deadline specifies and detects double-fetch bugs in OS kernels.
SADA [3] detects unsafe DMA accesses in device drivers through a
pattern-based analysis. DCUAF [2] performs a summary-based lockset analysis to detect concurrency use-after-free bugs. HERO [38]
precisely detects error-handling issues with a disordered calling pattern. Newton [32] uses a taint analysis to prevent ROP attacks with
given target constraints. In general, the reliability of such methods
depends on the quality of specifications and parsing the code accordingly, both of which can be complicated. On the other hand,
specification-based detection methods usually perform well only
on their target bug types, leaving new kinds of bugs undetected.
Inconsistency-based bug detection. Inconsistency-based detection methods report the inconsistencies among similar code snippets as bugs, known as cross-checking. Engler et al. [7] uses crosschecking to infer errors in systems code, while APISan [43] detects
API misuses through cross-checking symbolic traces. Crix [20] uses
indirect-call targets to construct semantically similar peer slices and
further detects missing-check bugs. FICS [1] executes similarity and
inconsistency analysis through a two-step clustering. IPPO [17] defines object-based similar paths with four static rules. EECatch [26]
infers the appropriate severity level for error handling by analyzing
it in specific modules, and further checks the exaggerated one. In
general, cross-checking requires a sufficient number of similar code
snippets to ensure reliability. Also, as we showed in §6, deviations
may not be bugs. Different from previous inconsistency-based bug
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detection tools, our method does not rely on similarity analysis and
can complement existing detection by covering their blind spots.
RID [21] detects refcount-leak bugs where a refcount operation
appears only on one path. A fundamental difference is that RID
does not consider distinguishers or recoveries. The requirement
of RID is more restrictive than IPPO. That is, the two paths must
share exactly the same return value and argument values, which
is rare in practice. In comparison, NDI employs a custom underconstrained symbolic comparison to automatically and precisely
detect distinguishers and a two-staged analysis to check recoveries.
By manually checking the 51 new bugs found by NDI, we confirm
that none of them can be detected by RID in principle because the
paths always have differing return values or argument values.
Code-similarity analysis. Code-similarity analysis [11, 15, 16, 33,
40, 42] is a base of cross-checking and many bug detection methods.
More recently, IPPO [17] proposes object-based similar paths with
four static rules. FICS [1] applies machine learning techniques
to measure the functional similarity of code snippets. MVP [39]
uses signatures of code pieces to judge whether a piece of buggy
code is similar to the existing code. Crix [20] regards indirect-call
targets of the same indirect call as peers instead of computing the
similarity directly. Usually, a code-similarity analysis method could
only work well under limited scenarios or for specific bug types,
and measuring the semantic-similarity of different code snippets
remains unsolved.
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Conclusion

Decades ago, researchers detect violations of specifications as bugs.
Specifications can be too diverse and complicated to provide, and understanding the code and enforcing the specifications are also hard.
Recent research favors cross-checking which detects deviations
among similar code as bugs and does not require complicated specifications or code understanding. However, cross-checking suffers
from bottlenecks; finding similar code is hard and even impossible
for custom code, and bugs may not be the deviating cases. Thus,
its detection is limited and unreliable. Motivated by the limitations,
we proposed Non-Distinguishable Inconsistencies (NDI) as a deterministic oracle for detecting security bugs. The intuition is if
inconsistent security operations are not distinguishable from the
external, there is no way to recover them, which results in bugs.
We realized NDI and ensured its precision and scalability through
two new techniques. We use a custom under-constrained symbolic
comparison to comprehensively and precisely detect distinguishers,
and use a two-staged analysis to limit analysis scope and mitigate
path explosion, and to precisely analyze recoveries. By applying
NDI to the OpenSSL library, the FreeBSD kernel, the httpd server,
and the PHP interpreter, we found 51 new bugs, and most of them
could not be detected by the state-of-the-art tools.
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